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Boolean Groups 
By Irving H. Anellis, Duluth/USA 
Abstract 
Abstract groups are constructed as equivalence c1asses from elements of Boolean 
algebra (A,u,n,~,-) associated to the elements of the sequence of natural numbers 
whose model is N = < 0,0), + , . >, where apartition modulo-m is a subc1ass defined 
on the Boolean equivalence and congruence relation IN defining NmcA/ lJ with IN 
associated with identity. This gives a Boolean algebra 91, whose groups, then, are not 
multiplicative sets, but c1asses of rn-partition subc1asses of the model N_of the Boolean 
universe V~ defining the algebra 91. Thus, a Boolean group for 91 with universe V~ 
may be either an additive or a multiplicative c1ass. These Boolean groups are c10sely 
related to the .t-groups constructed in Birkhoff's Lattice Theory. 
AMS 1970 subject c1assifications. Primary: 02105, 06A40, 20F99; 
Secondary: 06A55, 06A60, 20E40, 02H15. 
Key words and phrases. Boolean algebra, ordered lattices, ordered groups, infinite 
groups. 
O. Introduction 
Groups are defined as multiplicative sets. Thus, for some group G, G = (S, *), 
where {S} is a set and * is a productive operation on the elements of {S}, such that, 
for all X,YES, X*YES and x*y is a unique product of x,y. We then say that all groups 
satisfy the condition CI(x*y). Here, we define groups as equivalence c1asses of Boolean 
elements c10sed under * defined as group addition. 
We have, then, abstract groups constructed as equivalence c1asses from elements 
of the Boolean algebra (A,u,n,~,-) associated to the elements of the sequence of 
natural numbers whose model is N = < 0,0), +, . >, where a partition modulo-m is a 
subc1ass defined by the Boolean equivalence and congruence relation IN defining 
NmcA/ lJwith IN associated with identity. This gives a Boolean algebra 91, whose 
groups, then, are not multiplicative sets, but c1asses of rn-partition subclasses of the 
model N of the Boolean universe V~ defining the algebra 91. Thus, a Boolean group 
for 91 with universe V~ may be either an additive or (by the usual characterization of 
groups) a multiplicative c1ass. We also note that Boolean groups are abelian (but leave 
the routine proof to the reader). 
Boolean groups are c10sely related to the .t -groups of [1], which are defined as 
po-groups in which any two elements have l.u.b. and g.l.b .. There, according to 
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Lemma 2, the algebra (A, + ,V) is an -l-group iff it is a group under +, a join-semi-
lattice under V, and the distributive laws hold for a,b,x,YEA for + ,A, and V. 
The apparatus for construction of Boolean groups has long been available, but 
group-theorists prefer to use a set-theoretic approach, usually through ZF. Willie 
Brown suggested that it might be possible to construct such groups, but that no one 
had yet made the attempt. I wish to thank hirn here for his suggestion. 
1. Boolean Lattices 
A Boolean algebra is abstract, and is constructed on a domain U, composed of a 
family of sub-domains Q of U such that each domain defines a dass. For U we obtain 
the intersection of all subdomains of Q. Thus, if Q *' 0, U *,~. A Boolean algebra 
based on a nonempty family of subdomains Q of U is a lattice. Für twü dasses A,B E Q, 
AuBEQ and AnBEQ, and if AEQ, ÄEQ. A simple Boolean algebra is dosed, then, 
under the binary operations of union and intersection. The algebra (A,u,n) with 
these two binary operations is a lattice if, for all a,b,cEA, the following equations hold: 
aub =bna 
au(buc) = (aub)uc 
(aub)nb = b 
anb=bua 
(anb)nc = an(bnc) 
au(anb) = a 
Thus, we obtain immediately as theorems 
Theorem 1.1. If (A,u,n) is a lattice, then for all a,bEA, aub = b iff anb = a. 
Theorem 1.2a. If (A,u,n) is a lattice, then for all a,bEA, we obtain the relation ~ 
on A, defined as a ~ b äff one of the equations of Theorem 1.1 holds, and ~ is the 
lattice ordering on A. 
Theorem 1.2b. For the ordered dass (A,~) we obtain aub=sup{a,b}, anb=inf{a,b} 
on the elements {a,b}. 
Theorem 1.3. The ordered dass (A,~) is a lattice. Proof is übtained where (A,~) 
contains a nonempty subdass Y' of the dass A and Y' is a filter where, for all elements 
a,bEA, anbEY' if aEY' and bEY'. 
Proof. Let (A,u,n) be a lattice. Then the following conditions, all of which are equi-
valent, hold 
1. anbEY' iff aEY' and bEY'. 
2. if aEY' and bEY', then anbEY', 
if aEY' and a~b, then bEY'. 
3. ifaEY' and bEY', thenanbEY', 
if aEY' and bEY', then aubEY'. 
Then dearly (A,~) is a lattice equivalent to the lattice (A,u,n). We mayaiso note 
that, if the lattice has the greatest element V, then {V} is a filter. •. 
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Examples. All of the following are filters 
1. If (A,~) is a lattice, then (ao) = {aEA: ao ~a} is a filter (the filter generated by ao). 
2. If (A,~) is a lattice and BcA, thenV(B) = {aEA: (3:b" ... ,bnEB) (bln ... nbn~ 
~ a)} is a filter (the filter generated by B). 
3. If (A,~) is a lattice, Vo is a filter and aEA, then V(Vo,a) {xEA: (3:bEVo) (bna ~ x)} 
is a filter. 
Proof: Let X,YEV(Vo,a). Then anb, ~x and anb2~y for some b"b2EVo. Therefore 
(anb,)n(anb2)~xny. But (anb1)n(anb2) =an(b1nb2) =anb, where b=b1 n 
nb2EVQ• Then xnYEV(Vo,a) .• 
Theorem 1.4a. A lattice (A,u,n) is distributive ü, for aII a,b,cEA, an(buc)=(anb)u 
u(anc). 
The proof is easy and left to the reader. 
Theorem 1.4b. H (A,~) is distributive, then every maximal filter is prime. 
Proof. We begin with definitions of maximal and prime filters. 
Definition 1.4b1. A filter V is prime if it is proper (i.e. there is an element aEA such 
that a$V for the lattice (A,u,n». 
Definition 1.4b2. A filter V is maximal provided it is proper and is not a proper sub-
cIass of any proper filter. 
Definition 1.4b3. A filter V is prime if it is proper and aubEV implies either aEV 
or bEV. 
Now assume that V is maximal but not prime. Then there exist a,bEA such that 
aUbEV,a$V and b$V. But consider V,(V,a). V,(V,a) = A, so bEV 1(V,a). Thus, 
xna~b for XEV. Therefore, (xna)ub=b=(xub)n(aub)EV; and we obtain a 
contradiction .• 
Principle 1.5. Every relatively pseudo-complemented lattice is distributive. 
An abstract algebra (A, u, n,~) is a relatively pseudo-complemented lattice if 
(A,u,n) is a lattice and for all a,b,xEA, the condition anx~b iff x~ a~b is satisfied. 
Let (A,u,n) be a lattice and BcA. Then assume sup(B) = a iff [(VbEB) (b~a) & 
(VbEB) (b~c)~(a~c)J, and.ll is the g.l.b. of B. Then note, by the condition for a 
relatively pseudo-complemented lattice, that a~b is the upper bound for {xEA: 
anx~b}. 
An abstract algebra (A,u,n,~,-) is pseudo-Boolean if (A,u,n,~) is a relatively 
pseudo-complemented lattice and satisfies the condition 
for any aEA, ä= a~A 
where A is the least element of a lattice and {A} is an ideal. We note then that a 
pseudo-Boolean algebra has a greatest element V and a filter {V} insofar as it is 
relatively pseudo-complemented, and a least element A and an ideal {A}. The algebra 
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(A,U,II) is a complete lattice if it is a lattice and, for all BcA, sup(B) and inf(B) are 
defined. 
Principle 1.6. An abstract algebra (A,U,II,-'>,-) is a Boolean algebra if it satisfies 
the conditions 
a. (A,U,II,-,>,-) is a pseudo-Boolean algebra 
b. au-a = V far all aEA. 
Theorem 1.6.1. If (A,U,II,-,>,-) is a Boolean algebra, the foUowing conditions are 
equivalent 
1. V is a maximal filter 
2. V is a prime filter 
3. for all aEA, exactly one of the elements a, -a belong to V. 
Principle 1.7. Far a Boolean algebra (A,U,II,-'>,-), lJ:::>A2 is an equivalence relation 
and j:l is a congruence relation on (A,U,II,-,>,-) if, far Xlj:lYl and X2j:lY2, then (Xl UX2)j:l 
j:l(Y, UY2), (x, IIX2)lJ(Y, IIY2), (X,-'>X2)lJ(y,-'>Y2), and (-x'):P(-Yl)' 
Theorem 1.7,.1.' Let (A,U,II,-,>,-) be a Boolean algebra and V a filter. Let :pcA2 
be a relation defined by alJb üf a-'>bEV and b-'>aE'V. Then 
a. lJ is an equivalence relation 
b. \) is a congruence relation. and 
Corollary 1.7.2. lJ is a congruence relation defined as a:pb iff a-'>bEV and b-'>aEV. 
We denote A/lJ as the set of all equivalence classes of lJ. 
2. The Number-theoretic Boolean Algebra W. 
We now prove that the sequence N of natural numbers belongs to a subclass of the 
Boolean algebra (A,U,II,-,>,-). We do so by showing that W is a Boolean algebra 
with elements nEN of the ordered sequence N. 
We know that W is a Boolean algebra iff it is a relatively pseudo-complemented 
lattice and that the sequence N is defined by N = < 0,0), + , . >. 
Theorem 2.1. N can be ordered and (N,~) is an ordered dass Ü, for any x,YEN, 
x~y. 
The proofs are routine. It is also easy to prove the stronger theorem (Zermelo) 
that every set can be well-ordered. 
Thus, (N,~) is a lattice. 
It follows that, where inf{O} and sup{O)} on the elements of N, for any nEN, O~n 
and n ~ 0). Thus, for all nEN, W is a lattice having a least element 0 associated to" and 
a greatest element V associated to 0). We note that singleton {0'} is defined as having a 
value 0; then {0'} is an ideal and {O)} is a filter. 
Definition 2.2. Let RN be an operation of W such that RN = {lNao ... NuR, where 
every Nu; ~N. Then RN is the closure of N. U;;;; w ' 
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Definition 2.3. Identity Id is the universal cIosure of a Boolean sub algebra \8 S;; 
s;;(A,u,n,~,-). 
Theorem 2.4. IN is the identity relation of the Boolean subalgebra W. Therefore IN is 
a congruence relation and equivalence relation. 
Proof. First we denote by IdN the number-theoretic identity on N, and associate the 
operator IN to IdN. We obtain IdN where, for all x,YEN, xny~ynx, ynx~xny, 
xuy~yux, yux~xuy. Next we note that, by Theorem 2.1, (N~) is an ordered dass. 
Thus, we define IdN for (N,~) according to the usual rules for the arithmetic identity 
relation = and note that IdN gives dosure for all aEN where a 2 = a satisfying the 
conditions 
ana=a, aua=a 
where ana=a+{1}, aua=a+{!il'} defined for all ordered pairs <x,y>EN such 
that 
<x,y> = {{x}, {x,y} ~--HIdNY = {<x,y>: x=y} 
under the condition <x,y> = <y,x>. 
Let a,b,cEN. Then IN is an equaivalence relation if the following conditions hold 
a. For aINa, 
b. For aINb, 
c. For aINbINc, 
ana~a, 
anb~bna, 
anbnbnc~anbnc, 
aububuc~aubuc 
(reflexivity) 
(symmetry) 
(transitivity). 
Then xINy defines an equivalence relation on x,YEN where xINy determines the con-
ditions of reflexivity, symmetry, and transitivity of elements x,YEN. Moreover xINy is 
a congruence relation if it satisfies the following additional conditions 
d. For aINb ~nd a,bEN, if a~b, b~a, then lai = Ibl 
(Schröder-Bernstein Theorem) 
e. If xINy, for all x,YEN, then ancINbnc for all c 
f. aINb~a'INb' for all a,bEN. 
It is dear that IN satisfies all of these conditions for N .• 
We have next to show that the following theorem holds. 
Theorem 2.5. W is a Boolean algebra whose elements are given by the sequence N. 
We do so by showing first that the two following conditions hold 
a. W is pseudo-Boolean 
b. nnu-nn = VN for all nEN. 
Proof. First note that conditions a and bare exactly those of Principle 1.6. Thus, if !Je 
satisfies these, it satisfies all subconditions for lattices and relatively pseudo-com-
plemented lattices. 
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We also note that the algebra W is closed under addition and multiplication for 
N = {O,l, ... ,n}, n~O), and that 91= <0,0),+,' >. 
a. 91 is pseudo-Boolean if it is a relatively pseudo-complemented lattice and 
satisfies the condition that, for any nEN, -n = n~I\, where 1\ is the least element of 
a lattice and {A} is an ideal. 
Let OEN be defined as 0. We note that for any n,mEN, where m = n+n, there is 
associated a zero to any m such that m = n where n + n = n. Then 0 is a zero element 
for a sequence N if -0 = 13', such that 0 is the least element of a lattice yN for N. If yN 
is a lattice for the structure 91 whose elements are N= {0,1, ... ,0)}, then {0} is an 
ideal. 0 
b. Let a = --a. If aub = V and anb = 1\, then b = -a. For a~b, we obtain 
au-a. Then au-a=V. Now assurne yNc;::Y. Then yNI={nn:n~O),nEY}. Let 
no,n" ... ,nwEN. Select any nn;§;nw and any nmc#nn. Then nm-nn' Now let a=nm 
and b = nn. Then for aub = y, we obtain nmu-nn = yN. Then nmu-nm = yN. Now 
note that aub=sup{a,b}. Then nmunn=sup{nm,nn}. Then for yN={nn:n~O)}, 
nmu-nm=yN.O 
The other conditions for 91 being Boolean follow .• 
If 91 is a Boolean algebra, then N cA/~. 
Theorem 2.6. NcA/~, for A/~ the set of all equivalence relations of~. 
Proof. Follows directly from Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 (from IN being an equivalence and 
congruence relation on N, and from W being Boolean). 
Note that NcA/~ iff A/~ is true only where Nc;::IN. 
3. Boolean Gronps 
Boolean groups may be constructed directly by applications of some equivalence 
relation E modulo-m (m < 0)) of the set of elements of y~ of the Boolean algebra 91. 
It is important to define the group operations as Boolean. 
We remind the reader that, by Principle 1.7, for a Boolean algebra (A,u,n,~,-), 
~cA2 is an equivalence relation, and ~ is a congruence relation on (A,u,n,~,-) if, 
for x,~y, and X2~Y2' the following conditions hold 
a. (X,UX2) ~ (y,UY2) 
b. (x, nX2) ~ (y, nY2) 
c. (x, ~X2) ~ (Y'~Y2) 
d. (-x,) ~(-Yl) 
Also recall Theorem 1.7.1 and Corollary 1.7.2, whereby we find that ~cA2 =df 
(a~b iff a~bEV and b~aEV) such that ~ is an equivalence relation. By Theorem 2.4, 
we have IN, the identity of number theory, the congruence and equivalence relation 
of Boolean algebra W. 
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We now prove that a group G is Boolean if it is defined on a lattice .\3n whose 
structure is < G, * >, for * group addition, where elements of G are elements of a 
Boolean algebra. Here, a11 elements of G are elements of~. We begin by proving that 
Ern and Er:., m < ware values for the equivalence and congruence IN. 
First we offer some definitions. 
Definition 3.1. The arithmetic operations of addition and multiplication may be 
defined as Boolean operations such that 
a. a+ß=[(an-ß)u(-anß)]=auß 
b. a'ß=anß 
where ana = a + {I} and aua = a + {ß'} (see proof of Theorem 2.4). 
Note that multiplication may be defined in terms of addition. 
Definition 3.2. Ern and Er:. are modulo-m equivalence relations for 1% such that 
a. Ern(a,ß) = auß/m 
b. E';'(a,ß) = anß/m 
where aI~ß = auß/m if aI~ß = a + ß/m and aI~ß = anß/m if aI~ß = a' ß/m 
Definition 3.3. (Samuel [3]). sup(x,y) = x+y+xy, i.e. (xuy), and inf(x,y) = X' y, 
where, for inverse (complement) of x,x'1 = y, sup(x,y) = 1, inf(x,y) = O. 
Theorem 3.4. Ern (E-mod m), m < w is an equivalence and congruence relation iE 
Ern = I~=(k+..l)~UJ. 
Proof. We use well-known theorems of Gauss. Suppose n,m,..l,kEN, and let m =k +..l. 
Now let a,ßEN, and let m+k=n. Then if y,öEN, and m+a=y or m+ß=ö, then 
either a=ß=k, y=ö=n, and I~=(k+..l)~UJ defines an identity mod-m or y,.:ö,.:n. 
Assurne G>:;;.N. Suppose aEG, a=k. Then YEG, y=n, and m+a=n. Thus, a, kare 
equivalent mod-m, and y, n are equivalent mod-m. And if we have a mod-m system, 
m is zero, m + m = m, m + a = a for any a. Now consider the relation Ern on the ele-
ments of the algebra ~. Let {N} = { < 0,1,2, ... , n >} and let n ~ (0, m < n. For any 
p,x,y,zE{N}, Ern defines apartition p if x+m=z/p, y+m=z/p. Then Ern is an equi-
valence ahd congruence relation mod-m, and partitions elements of G!;;N into 
congruent dasses such that, for any X,YEG, there is a zEG, if m+x=z/p, m+y=z/p, 
then x, y are congruent mod-m. Then Ern defines x, y elements of the same equi-
valence dass .• 
The relation Ern can be understood as a group-theoretic identity, where Ern is just 
I~=(k+.l) ~UJ' which partitions elements of N into equivalence dasses. 
Theorem 3.5. Let e,a,b,c, ... , c+n, m-n, rn-I E G!;;N, (c+n) (m-n) = m. Tben if '" 
is addition for Ern, we obtain a modulo-m additive group for Ern if m = e and for all 
k, lEG, 
Ern {<e,e> =e, <e,k> = k, ... , <c+n,m-n> =c+m =c, ... , 
<a,m-l>=m=e, ... , <k,.l> = k+.l , ... , <m+k,.l> =k+..l}. 
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Proof. The proof is by Theorem 3.4 .• 
Corollary 3.5.1. If X,YEG and G is a group, then Clrn(x*y) where * is group addition. 
Proof. Let x*y=z. Then either zEG or x*y""z. 
Case I: Let x*y*z. Then z-x*y, ZEG, and x$G or Y$G. But by definition, X,YEG. 
Contradiction. 
Case 11: Let x*y=z. Then z-x=y, so if X,YEG, -X,zEG. Note that a+(-b)=a-b. 
Then z+(-x)=z-x. Moreover, z-x=y and YEG; and if xEG then -xEG, the inverse 
-x of xEG is an element of G, since x-x=O, and by Theorem 3.5, Ern«x,-x>=m)! 
Ern(m,-x)= -x, where by au-a=V, and nnu-nn= VN Theorem 2.5b) .• 
Corollary 3.5.2. For X,YEG and Clrn(x*y), G has a zero element e such that, for some . 
aEG, a*m = e. 
Proof. The proof is by Theorems 3.4, 3.5, and Corollary 3.5.1. We know that 
Ern(m,m-1) = e by I~-addition. Now choose some a such that a = m-1 • Then by group 
addition mod-m, a*m = e and e is the zero for group addition mod-m where e = m .• 
Modulo-m group G whose elements are the elements of the Boolean algebra lJl 
satisfies the conditions of closure under group addition and of having a zero element. 
Thus, G is minimallY an t-group, as defined by [1]. Then Ern is group addition for * in 
G. But it would be possible also to present a relation E';' under which * is group multi-
plication mod-m and defines a multiplicative group G whose elements are exactly 
those of the additive group G mod-m. We then obtain 
Theorem 3.6. Let e,a,b,c, c+n, m-n, rn-I E G~N, (c+n) (m-n) = m. Then if * is 
group rnultiplication under E:". we obtain a rnod-rn rnultiplicative group for E;" if 
m +e, and for all k,t E G, 
E:., {<e,e> =e,<e,k> = e, ... , <c+n, m-n> = e, ... <t,k> = 
(k -1 . t ) + J, , ... , < k, k > = (J, -1 . k) + k, ... } 
where any group product divisible by an rn-quotient (c+n), (m-n) is e, 
e=m, or a remainder e-r, rEG if r=Fe or an rn-quotient of e, and tor aO 
XEG, E:.,(x,m) = m, E:.,(e,m) = e,e the zero. 
Proof. The proof is easy that multiplicative sets are groups under group multiplica-
tion. If, for (x,Y)rn/E~, m,x,YEG, X*YEG, then m*x,m*YEG, provided m is a partition 
element of G. Then for some aEG, a/x=m and mEG, or a/m=x and m is a partition 
element of G. Then mEG. We prove that e is a zero for G mod-m in Clm(x,m) for 
x,mEG, and x*mEG for * group multiplication mod-m. We can also show that 
e=m .• 
Ern and E~ define group addition and group multiplication for a group G on a 
partition m on the elements of Boolean algebra 1Jl, where m gives the least element of 
lJl and thus m = 0 for AN. Then if IN is the congruence and equivalence relation for 1Jl, 
Ern and E~ define the equivalence classes for mod-m group G. Thus, if I~ denotes the 
mod-m equivalence classes defined by Ern and E~, then I~ is the congruence and 
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equivalence relation for G. Also note that G is a Boolean group if elements of Gare 
elements of a Boolean algebra, and if, for X,YEG, we obtain Clm(xI~y) and the con-
ditions of Principle 1.7 hold. Then we obtain 
CoroUary 3.6.1. G is a Boolean group if, for a,ß,y,ÖEG, mla-ß (a == ß mod-m), 
mlY-ö (y == Ö mod-m), the following conditions hold 
a. a+y == ß+ö mod-m 
b. ay == ßÖ mod-m 
c. a--,>y == ß--'>ö mod-m 
d. -a == -ö mod-m 
e. For all t, if tEG, t is a zero element for G if t == n'l. 
The first four of these conditions are equivalent to the conditions of Principle 1.7. The 
first two follow direct1y from Theorems 3.5 and 3.6, as does the last one. The remain-
ing ones follow routinely and are easy to prove. Thus, if I~ is lJ for the subalgebra W, 
Xl,X2,y"Y2 are elements of 91, and I~ defines mod-m groups for W, we obtain the 
following, equivalent, conditions 
a'. (x,ux2)I~(Y1UY2) 
b'. (xlnx2)I~(YlnY2) 
c'. (Xl--'>X2)I~(Yl--'>Y2) 
d'. (-xl)I~(-y) 
e'. For all zEG, if Z = m, then (znxl)I~(z) and (zuxl)I~(Xl)' and z is the zero 
for G. 
We next extend the structure for G to obtain a structure <L,*,> for a lattice 2" 
which includes Z. Then the group L for 2" is Boolean and cyclic. We begin with defini-
tions of lattices 2" and 2z • 
Definition 3.7. 2" is any lattice with n-many elements, n ~ 0), and B' is a lattice whose 
elements are the integers such that for B" L is equinumerous with Z. 
It follows from this definition that if Z is the group for 2 z and L is the group for 
2", L<;;;Z or LcZ, and that if LcZ, L is isomorphie to Z by the paradox of the infinite. 
Theorem 3.8. L is a cyclic group. 
Proof. Consider a lattice Bz defined by a structure < Z, *,' >, where, for every ZEZ, 
Z ~ 0) and Z is a Boolean ring defined on the set of integers constructed from the set N 
of natural numbers, addition and negation. Then for the algebra (A,u,n,--,>,-), if 
elements of A are elements of N, we obtain Z where, for all aEA, if au-a = yN, 
-au-a=yN+, and if an-a=I\N, -an-a=I\N~ Then -an-a~,O' and 
{I\W} is an ideal for Z, such that {I\W} ~ {I\N}. That is, we obtain Z by algebraic 
operations on elements of N and their inverses. Then the lattice 2z of the group Z of 
the ring Z is a Boolean algebra. Moreover, Z is cyclic. Now expand G in exactly the 
same way, and let L be the expansion of G. By Definition 3.7, L is equinumerous with 
Z, and it follows that the elements of L are exactly the elements of Z by Theorem 2.5 
and Corollary 3.6.1. Then we obtain a lattice 2" defined by a structure <L,*,>, 
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where, for every tE L, t ~ wand L is a Boolean ring under exactly the same conditions 
as Z. Then L is cyclic if Z is cyclic. Since a group is cyclic if it contains some element 
a such that for a11 a\ where kEZ, the group is the set of a11 a\ L is cyclic if for every 
tE L, t ~ w, where W obtains the filter {VN +} and an ideal {J\W}. Then clearly L is 
cyclic .• 
Theorem 3.9. L is abelian. 
Fo11ows from L being cyclic. 
It is most important to show that L is Boolean. 
Theorem 3.10. L is a Boolean group. 
Proof. We reca11 that, according to Principle 1.6, an algebra is Boolean if it is pseudo-
Boolean and if, for a11 elements of the class for the algebra, the union of the element 
with its inverse obtain the greatest element. Then L is a Boolean group if .52" is a 
Boolean algebra. We have already claimed (in the proof of Theorem 3.8) that QZ is a 
Boolean algebra. It follows from Definition 3.7 and Theorem 3.8 that, if QZ is 
Boolean, so is 52". We now show that 52" and thus 52°, satisfy the conditions of Prin-
ciple 1.6. 
Let ~ = (Z,u,n,~,-), where, by substitution, we obtain the structure <L,*,· >, 
where * and . are group addition and group multiplication, and L is the group defined 
on Z by Definition 3.7. We reca11 that Z was obtained as an extension of N. Thus, if G 
is Boolean, L is Boolean, and L is an elementary extension of G. Then if NeZ, GeL, 
and for Z Boolean, L is Boolean. Moreover, we proved that m is Boolean (Theorem 
2.5). If m is Boolean, then so is 52". We say, then, that QO is Boolean if, for any nLEL, 
-nL = nL~J\. The zero element for 52° is the zero for Z, and is associated to the group 
element eEL. It is also easy to show that, for a11 nLEL, nLu-nL = VN + .• 
One mayaiso show that Z is Boolean for a ring < Z, + , . >, and that, therefore, 
L is Boolean for the ring< L, *, . >. 
We next have to prove that 52" has a greatest element VN + for 52° Boolean. 
Theorem 3.11. Let W( be VN + for 52° Ü, for {xLlxLEL~x~wd. Then VN + is the 
greatest element for Q" Ü W( = x . x. 
Proof. We note that Z obtains the structure 52 Z = < Z, *, . >, and that G obtains the 
structure 52" = <G, *,. >. Then for aIl nzEZ, there is an element nLEL corresponding 
to nzEZ and Cl(nL· nd. If Wz is sup for Z, there is some WLEL such that WL is the sup 
for the lattice of the group L. Suppose WL is infinite (clearly WL is infinite if Wz is 
infinite). Now define wt as the element obtained by Cl(wL" wd. But if WL is infinite, 
then wt = WL· WL = WL. Then VN + exists for L. • 
Theorem 3.12. Let WL be J\w for QO ü for {-xLi -XLE~-X~-wd. Then VW is the 
least element for 52° ü -w = x· -x. 
This theorem is the dual of the previous theorem, and its proof is thus the dual of 
the previous proof. 
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Theorem 3.13. For WzEZ, if Wz = sup(Z), Z has a greatest element and Z is infinite. 
Let Wz correspond to WL for WL E L. Then there is a Wz E Z for Z c10sed nnder addition 
and mnltiplication, where Wz' Wz in < Z, +, . > is Wt. Then there is a wt L for L c10sed 
nnder gronp addition and mnltiplication, where WL' WL in < L, *, . > is wt. Then 
wt = WL . WL = WL. Then L is an infinite cyclic gronp c10sed nnder gronp addition and 
multiplication. 
Proof. Follows directly from Theorems 3.11 and 3.12. 
L is a Boolean group defined on the integers. It is standard that the integers closed 
under addition is an infinite cyclic group. 
We next prove that L closed under multiplication is infinite cyclic. Recall that any 
group C is cyclic if, for any nLEL, nL is the period of C and x is the generator of C such 
that x"L=e and e,x,x2L, ... ,x"-lLEC, with e the identity element. Let nL~wL' Let 
X"L = e and -X"L = e. If wt = WL'WL, we obtain wt = e for X"-lL·X"-lL. Then wt=X"L. 
Now recall that a cyclic group is infinite if, for any XEC, x and -x are generators for C. 
Also note that for a group [x] generated by x, [x] = C, Cis infinite when for all xm , 
xu*xv if u*v and U,VEZ. Recall too that L is a Boolean ring closed under addition 
and multiplication. If L-1 is the set of invertibles of the ring L with unity, then L-1 is a 
multiplicative group. L'et mt, nt E L-1• Then (mt· ntt1 = mt. . nt. = (mL . nd-1 and 
(mLnLt1 EL. We also note that for all mt,ntEL, mL,nLEL, and that multiplication of 
inverses of mt and nt obtain the same product in Las do multiplication of mt and nt. 
Now let nL ~ wt. Then wt . wt = wt.· wt. where WL is the inverse of wt, and in each case 
we obtain X"-lL +"-lL, where X"-lL. X"-lL gives us our zero element if wt = e for X"-lL. 
X"-lL, with wt = X"L. For both wt and WL generators of L, we obtain the same product, 
and in each case identity is preserved .• 
Remark. Zunder multiplication is a group iff there is a subset of Zunder group multi-
plication which is a group. Then if H is a group I is a subgroup of H if, for any i",ijlEI, 
i"ißEI, and i"iß == h where hEH, and if the zero of H is a zero of 1. Suppose a' ß = 
(n-1)z for the mod-nz group Z. Then we define the zero for Zunder multiplication 
as nz for aß/nz, such that nz = O. Clearly, the same consideration obtains for sub-
groups of L. 
Example. < 0,1,2, . > is a group if < 1,2 . > is a subgroup for < 0,12, . >, as indicated 
by the following table: 
o 
1 
2 
012 
000 
0f12 
012 1 
We finally prove that the Boolean group L is a Boolean ring isomorphic with the ring 
of integers. 
Theorem 3.14. ilm+ilk=IILm/Lkll, where ilm,ilk are Boolean lattices of m-many and 
k-many elements respectively. 
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Prool. Let m+k=n, n~wt. Suppose both 2 m and 2 k are quotient algebras. Then for 
any a,ßELI\:l, [a]u[ß] = [auß], [a]n[ß] = [anß], [a]--4[ß] = [a--4ß], -la] = [-al, and 
aE[V] iff aEV. We obtain a partition n/m=k, n/k=m. Let the additive property hold 
between elements of 2 m, 2\ sueh that, for all a,ßEL/.):>, a=ma+ka, ß=mß+kß. Then 
the power of the sum of lattices 2m and 2 k has a value determined by the number of 
elements of groups of any modulus m, k, m + k = n, n ~ W( .• 
Theorem 3.15. 2" = < L, *, . >. 
Proof. Let n=m+k. Then 2"=5}m+2k by the previous theorem. For n~w( and 
nz~w!, we obtain a ring 2" of integers, such that Cl(xL *Yd, Cl(xL' YL) for all XL,yLEL, 
L the expansion of the Boolean group G by the integers. Then 2" is the ring defined 
on the Boolean group L. • 
CoroUary 3.15.1. 2" is a Boolean ring. 
Proof. Follows directly from Theorem 3.15. 
Theorem 3.16. 2" = 91 for 91 the ring 01 integers and 2" the Boolean ring for the 
groulJ L. 
Prool. The lattice 2" is just the lattiee 2 z where for all nLEL, nL is associated to an 
nz E Z. Recall that 2 z is given by the structure < Z, + , . >, 2" by < L, *, . >, and that L 
is the natural extension of G to the integers. We know that a Boolean ring with a unit 
element is equivalent to a Boolean algebra. For the Boolean algebra 2", the ring of 
integers is a Boolean algebra if the ring is Boolean. Say 2z is the natural extension of 
2" for the group G and the elements of Z.1f so, then 2 z is the ring 91 or 2 z is a subring 
of 91. 
Case I: If 2 z = 91, then 2" = 91z such that 2" = 91. 
Case 11: Suppose 2 z is a subring of 91. We know that two groups are isomorphie 
which have the same order. Then if any two groups have the same residue, they are 
isomorphie. Moreover, we know that infinite groups, such as Z, may be isomorphie to 
other infinite groups, provided they satisfy the condition of having the same resiude. 
We also know that, for a group H, I is ft subgroup of H if, for any ia,ißEI, iaißEI is 
equivalent to a product hEH, and if the zero of H is the zero of I. Then if 2 z is a sub-
ring of 91, we suppose that L is a subgroup of Z. But we recall from Theorem 3.13 
that for Wz sup(Z), there corresponds a WL for L, and that W( = WL . WL = WL, whereby 
L is an infinite cyelic group. We also recall that Z is the infinite cyc1ie group, and that 
all infinite cyc1ic groups are isomorphie with Z. Consider now the rings 2" and 91. We 
note that for some homomorphism (J of 2" into 91, there exists a kernel kerk} for 2", 
91, such that ker0' is the set of all nLE2", 0(nd = (0), where 0 is the zero of 91. Now let 
2" be an ideal of 2 z • Then for 2" the kernel of 2" by the homomorphism of 2 z= 91, 
2Z /2" = 91. But by Theorem 3.13, we obtain W( = w~. Then if 2Z /2" =91, we obtain for 
2 z 12" the zero, and 2z = 2", so that, if 2 z = 91, 2" = 91 .• 
Remark. Halmos [2] has defined a Boolean group as an (additive) abelian group in 
which every element has order two, i.e. Vp(p+p=O). We note that the .t-group 
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defined by Birkhoff [1] is also an additive group, and very dose to that defined by 
Halmos. Gur own work has shown that we may remove the restrietion from Halmos's 
definition and define a Boolean group as an abelian group which is infinte cydic under 
addition and multiplication. Halmos asks in the same place whether every Boolean 
group is the additive group of some Boolean ring. Theorems 3.15, 3.16, and Corollary 
3.15.1 answer this question. 
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